In the article titled "Clinical practice guidelines for prevention, diagnosis and management of early and delayed-onset ocular injuries due to mustard gas exposure", which appeared in the pages 65-80, issue 1, vol. 12 of Journal of Ophthalmic & Vision Research,\[[@ref1]\] the name of the eleventh author "Farid Karimian" and his affiliation is missing. The affiliation of the author is as follows:

Ocular Tissue Engineering Research Center, Shahid Beheshti University of Medical Sciences, Tehran, Iran; Department of Ophthalmology, Labbafinejad Medical Center, Shahid Beheshti University of Medical Sciences, Tehran, Iran.

Additionally, in the author names section the academic degree of the author "Mojgan Pakbin" is written incorrectly as "MD" instead of "MS".

The author names in order should read correctly as follows:

Zhale Rajavi, MD, Sare Safi, MS, Mohammad Ali Javadi, MD, Mohammad Reza Jafarinasab, MD, Sepehr Feizi, MD, Mohammadreza Sedighi Moghadam, MD, MPH, Khosrow Jadidi, MD, Mahmoud Babaei, MD, Armin Shirvani, MD, Alireza Baradaran-Rafii, MD, Farid Karimian, MD, Hossein Mohammad-Rabei, MD, Hossein Ziaei, MD, Mohammad Ghassemi-Broumand, MD, Siamak Delfaza Baher, MD, Mostafa Naderi, MD, Mahmoodreza Panahi-Bazaz, MD, Siamak Zarei-Ghanavati, MD, MS, FICO, Shahriar Hanjani, MD, Hassan Ghasemi, MD, Ramin Salouti, MD, Mojgan Pakbin, MS, and Bahareh Kheiri, MS

The "How to cite this article" section information is written incorrectly and should read correctly as "Rajavi Z, Safi S, Javadi MA, Jafarinasab MR, Feizi S, Moghadam MS, Jadidi K, Babaei M, Shirvani A, Baradaran-Rafii A, **Karimian F**, Mohammad-Rabei H, Ziaei H, Ghassemi-Broumand M, Delfaza Baher S, Naderi M, Panahi-Bazaz M, Zarei-Ghanavati S, Hanjani S, Ghasemi H, Salouti R, Pakbin M, Kheiri B. Clinical practice guidelines for prevention, diagnosis and management of early and delayed-onset ocular injuries due to mustard gas exposure. J Ophthalmic Vis Res 2017;12:65-80."
